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What makes a 

good action?

5:00

Action best practices & classic mistakes
1. Consider saying “choice” or “action” if it’s more natural for your team. Don’t get hung up on the distinction between 

levers/actions/choices at first. You can make it more precise later.

2. Ensure you create a brainstorming, creative atmosphere for eliciting actions.  You need people to be creative – this often leads 
surprisingly good ideas

3. Do your lever elicitation after outcomes, to create a focus on the levers that the team believes can have an impact on those 
outcomes.

4. Work iteratively – find the levers for a small set of outcomes, then expand later

5. Distinguish executive suggestions from hard requirements.

6. Make sure levers are things your team controls, distinct from externals. Double check that a lever is not an external, and vice 
versa. Ask “is this lever something I really have direct control over?” For example, “average social distance” is not really a lever 
(because you don’t have direct control over people’s movements”), but “investment in signage to encourage social distancing” 
might be. 

7. Consider using a “how chain” to work backwards from non-levers to find real levers.

8. Allow redundant / overlapping levers when brainstorming at first and consolidate overlapping elements later.

9. If you have people in your group who are likely to go on tangents, assign a fast typist to “live capture” actions (and other CDD 
elements if they off the reservation)

Action classic mistakes

a. Confusing levers with externals. If the Decision Team does not have the authority to change it, either you need to follow the
“how chain” to find the lever, or it’s an external.

b. Failure to follow the “how chain” and leaving an intermediate in place of a lever.

c. People in the room discuss data, AI, databases, or other technology before agreeing to the CDD
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